
SROC  Northern Championships   4th May 2014 

Assessor’s Report 

This Level A event was attended by 984 competitors and the forest was enjoyed by most.   However some of the 

other facilities provided fell short of the requirements of a Level A event, and spoilt the event for significant groups, 

some being unable to have their run because of the logistics announced after the closing date. 

With many Elite known to be competing abroad, the course matrix was amended, but there was no mention in the 

event publicity that other variations to the rules of a Level A Regional Championship event had been sought and 

approved.    These changes (to the map scale, the map printing and the expected facilities of the arena) could have 

been better publicised and explained. The entry fees were set at the normal rate for Level A events but could have 

been set lower to reflect the reduced costs.  

The competition area is mostly of the highest quality terrain, and SROC have struggled for many years to find a 

logistic solution to enable hosting a major event. Negotiations failed for use of the nearby field and no practical 

bussing is available.  The original parking within a mile was lost to the late felling, and without the consequent long 

walks, the assessor is sure that the other deficiencies would have been set aside by most competitors. 

There were 52 feedback emails received.   As might be expected, very few were simply complimentary.  Many were 

from people keen to say that the orienteering itself was good, but poorly organised in one or more aspects, and a 

dozen were from very unhappy people, some who realised the logistics announced after the closing date made it 

impossible to compete.   In contrast, all comments on social media were positive. 

 

 

Going into more specific points, feedback included praise for the pre-event website and handling of entries and 

changes, and for the post-event results service.    The various marshals from parking onwards were thanked for 

their courtesy and helpfulness.   But there were unanswered emails too. 

The major issue was the remoteness of parking.  ‘Priority Parking’ was neither significantly closer, nor capacious 

enough.   It would have helped if the option of cycling from the parking had been suggested.    Some families 

ignored instructions and parked on the public road anyway, or operated their own drop off/pick up with other 

parking.  This perceived indiscipline was not good publicity for any nearby future event. 

The organiser made the best use of the only possible arena fitting in enquiries, plenty of toilets, first aid, download 

and two caterers, but it had limited mingle space, no room for club tents, and no access to the run-in to yell at 

friends. There was no technology giving information other than a cramped results display.  

The run-in (from the penultimate controls) was not flat and wide.  Instead it had fallen trees and a stream.  Faster 

athletes could easily be unfairly baulked, or slower ones knocked over.  

There was no string course although there was sufficient terrain to have some punching based activity for the small 

children.     

The official placed at the exit to Assembly checking whistles was welcome, but could have been provisioned with 

some spare whistles.   

There was a misunderstanding about late starts – the officials sometimes said times would be adjusted, but they 

were not changed even after explanations to the results team.   Some have reported that there was no 

consideration of starters in the punch start lane being on the same course as a timed start. 



Out in the forest, the courses were almost universally praised for leg and terrain variety and technical challenge.   

Some alternative schemes, such as a more remote start, have been suggested which would have given the more 

senior short courses far more of the technical forest and less of the steep open fell. However the organisers felt 

that the distance to the start had to be minimised in view of the already long walk from the original parking. 

Inevitably the physical terrain stretched times for the less fit – but pausing for the view was welcomed. 

There was almost universal praise for the mapping. The map scale was chosen by the organisers following the BO 

AGM decision.  Opinions of the enlarged scale was rather “Marmite”, but not welcomed by the W35/40s.   

Control sites and control hanging were accurate and fair, but small sections of wind blow (represented by tiny 

green bars) were difficult to see on the map.   Control site layout was not consistent as required for this level of 

event, nor was there a sample control site at the pre-start. 

The terrain was not ideally suited for courses of lower technical difficulty and there were some errors in Technical 
Difficulty. The TD4 courses (14, 15) had several legs without catching features. The short TD3 (16) always had line 
features to follow, but some of these routes involved much doubling back. The long TD3 (6) just looks far too hard, 
and this was evidenced by the times taken. The TD2 (17) should not have had a route-choice leg, and needlessly 
climbed Gummer’s How.   The TD1 (18) had a couple of rather long legs.   
 
Course overprint was bold and clear, but there could have been a little more editing.  On the TD1 course, the 
connecting line #3-#4 partially hid the line feature the competitor was supposed to follow. 
 
The map had no legend, which is perfectly reasonable provided loose symbol sheets had been available at enquiries 
or at the start.  Lake District clubs are using ISOM symbol 539 for ‘platform’. There should have been an 
explanation on the map, and in the final details. 
 
With the sensitivity over boundaries in the Lake District, it is surprising that the map didn’t have a mini-legend for 
the (excellently printed) un-crossable wall and fence overprint, crossing points and the OOB markings.   The eight 
competitors on the long TD3 course were likely to be inexperienced, and their course had a leg where the shortest 
route was across an OOB. 
 

 
In summary, the event was much enjoyed by most competitors and provided a good challenging competition for 

the Northern Championships. But for a significant number of families and older competitors, the unsatisfactory 

parking and absent string course meant that they could not enjoy what was in most respects a high standard event. 

The event fee was set at the going rate for a Level A but there were several aspects in which the event did not 

achieve the defined standards. These could have been better communicated. The entry fee could possibly have 

been reduced to compensate or the parking charge waived. 

Ray Barnes   (NOC) 

Selected feedback 

“Excellent in every way”   ////   “proper ’hard core’ orienteering on fully technical terrain in slightly tricky weather”  ////   “It is not acceptable 

for a Level A event to have poor organisation just because the area may be technical.  As it was we had both a poorly presented event and 

ordinary over physical courses”  ////  “event had the feel of a Level C event but with more competitors”  ////  “I question whether the 

Northern Championships could be called a Festival of Orienteering for the many families who attended”  ////   “This certainly was a very odd 

way to celebrate 50 years of SROC with a major event. … lack of a string course, too long walk to the assembly and disappointing last third of 

the course”  ////  “Providing this information in the final details less than a week before the event is inconsiderate and a little bit sneaky- sort 

of take the money and then give the bad news”  ////   “It’s often said that a big O event is a car park with a forest attached, but this was 

simply a forest - a very good forest - without any of the facilities that an event of this level should have.  All around me people were leaving 

just as soon as they could after their run.  Not a good experience.” 


